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I n search of restoring a pristine beach environment, the Environmental

Protection Administration has staged a same day synchronous nation-

wide beach cleanup drive on April 30, 2005 and the Coast Guard Ad-

ministration (CGA), the Taipei County Government among other gov-

ernment units have jointly staged a beachfront cleanup move at Chung

Jiao Beach in Jinshan Township, with approx. 3,000 avid individual took

part in it.

Premier Hsieh Chang-ting, CGA director Syu Huei-you, EPA act-

ing director Tsai Ding-guei, AIT deputy director David J. Keegan, Taipei

County deputy magistrate Chang Tze-jing, Jinshan Township magis-

trate Yu Chung-yu, et al have jointly participated the "2005 Taiwan

Maritime Year's national beach cleanup drive" staged at the Chung Jiao

Beach in Jinshan Township, a campaign that marks an aggregated na-
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Embarking a same day
synchronous beach
cleanup move
nationwide, Premier
Hsieh Chang-ting leads
the way by picking up
debris at Jinshan's
Chungjiao Beach
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• A clean oceanfront beach restored through the joint efforts of all participants

Premier Hsieh Chang-ting, CGA director Syu Huei-you
and EPA acting director Tsai Ding-guei inspect the state
of beach littering

Premier Hsieh Chang-ting waves to Coast
Guard men helping out on site

Premier Hsieh heads the beachfront cleanup drive
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tional beach cleanup move, and a first synchronous start of a nation-

wide beach cleanup drive at 98 coastal sports island-wide, on the same

day.

To highlight the importance of environmental conservation, Pre-

mier Hsieh Chang-ting not only presides the campaign in person, but

also greeting the public amid the scorching heat, holding a shovel

and picking up garbage, who is greeted by an enthusiastic public.  At

premier Hsieh's opening keynote, he has pointed out that since tak-

ing office, he has always been promoting a harmonious symbiosis

concept, since this symbiotic relationship not only concerns that be-

tween people, that between people and the political parties, but it

also extends to cover that between man and the environment, and

nature; he reckons that a peaceful coexistence is a responsibility of

man, for mankind are obligated to co-share the earth with all other

living organisms, and seeing families mobilizing in this beachfront

cleanup drive, with a fair number of foreign friends partaking the

event, has made him proud and looking for more people to join in to

care for the environment.

The beach cleanup drive not only helps to restore tourism de-

velopment but more importantly it serves to remind the public to keep

the beach clean by removing garbage and restoring nature with a clean

environment.  Taipei County, which covers nine villages and town-

ships including Jinshan, Linkou, Pali, Tamsui, Santze, Shihmen, Wanli,

Rueifang and Gongliao, has kicked off the beach cleanup drive along

with 98 coastal beaches island-wide in a synchronous move, and the

Chung Jiao Beach in Jinshan has received some 3,000 visitors, includ-

ing environmental volunteers, enthusiastic public and Coast Guard

men, who jointly partake this meaningful beachfront cleanup drive.

In the meantime, Jinshan Township's kindergarten children also stage

their dynamic beach cleanup gymnastic routine, aiming to boost the

moral and pay tribute to the avid beach cleaners.
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A snapshot of AIT deputy directorDavid J.
Keegan delivering his keynote

Premier Hsieh Chang-ting and CGA direc-
tor Syu Huei-you wave to the participating
public to extend their tributes

Premier Hsieh Chang-ting delivers a spiri-
tual keynote before the public participants




